Diamond
In-Building

Wireless Connectivity Solutions
Healthcare

Trusted by the wireless carriers to help property owners and enterprises bring
high quality, reliable mobile coverage indoors

Nearly 80% of wireless usage is indoors

Seamless Integration is Key

 People expect and need mobile coverage
everywhere – phones must work indoors

 An “integrated signal source” is needed to
seamlessly function and have value to its users

 Demand for indoor coverage is exponentially
increasing, but the carriers’ willingness to provide
indoor coverage continues to decrease as they
focus on other priorities

 Major carriers must be integrated (Verizon and
AT&T are critical)

 Hospitals frequently have weak cell reception due
to insulated walls and other construction
materials

 Ensure a ﬂexible, low-cost upgrade path to
‘future-proof’ the investment
 Utilize emerging revenue models for property
owners to achieve ROI and cost recovery

Diamond Capabilities
 Diamond works with property owners and enterprises to
understand the speciﬁc wireless needs and objectives
 Diamond oﬀers a range of solutions that are highly
customized to ensure the objectives are met with seamless
wireless coverage throughout any size facility
 Diamond has the capability to bring the actual carrier
network indoors into any building using the carriers’
equipment and standards for quality that enable seamless
integration of their network
 This integration of the carrier network not only ensures a
seamless customer experience indoor and out, but also
provides a cost-eﬀective way to ensure technology
upgrades (e.g., 5G and CBRS)
 Diamond also oﬀers Wi-Fi, CBRS and public safety solutions
as part of the indoor wireless system

Beneﬁts for Hospitals and Healthcare
Measurable increase in surgeon, physician,
nurse and staﬀ productivity
Enhance surgeon, physician, nurse and staﬀ
satisfaction in the workplace
Enable “Teledoc” and similar technologies
to facilitate remote specialist consultations
Reduce doctor downtime and eliminate
ineﬃcient time searching for adequate cell
signal – drives increased patient visits
Enhance patient satisfaction
Reduce reliance and stress on the Wi-Fi
Guest Net
Enable high-tech technologies such as
remote surgeries
Secure patient data transmission and access

Diamond Value Proposition
 Diamond’s services range from providing solely the carrier connection to the building, to providing
comprehensive solutions for all wireless needs with fully inclusive turnkey services including system
design, installation and integration for DAS, Wi-Fi and public safety
 Diamond has the ability to provide multi-carrier wireless coverage to the building
 Our solutions ensure that the building is “fully integrated” into the core network of each major carrier
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